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Chris Rosoff is a vice president at Fidelity Institutional (FI), the Fidelity Investments business that offers financial
professionals and institutions access to the investment, technology, and platform solutions they need to service their
clients and grow their businesses. Fidelity Investments is a leading provider of investment management, retirement
planning, portfolio guidance, brokerage, benefits outsourcing, and other financial products and services to institutions,
financial intermediaries, and individuals.
In this role, Mr. Rosoff covers the institutional insurance marketplace, which primarily supports the distribution of
Fidelity VIP funds, Fidelity, and FI sub advised funds through more than 60 insurance company relationships. Over
the years, Chris has become a sought-after speaker at meetings and conferences throughout the country, often
focusing on critical components of retirement income planning such as behavioral finance, Medicare, income strategy,
and Fidelity’s economic outlook.
Throughout his career, he has focused on sharing insights from his experiences along with Fidelity’s suite of thought
leadership in order to help build a more positive client experience for Fidelity’s clients in multiple areas with financial
professionals and investors. Before joining Fidelity in 2010, Chris worked for a variety of financial industry firms where
he held a range of sales and territory management responsibilities. He has been in the financial industry since 1998.
Mr. Rosoff earned his bachelor of arts degree from Norwich University in Vermont. He also holds his life insurance
license and the Certified Estate Planner (CEP) designation in addition to the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority
(FINRA) Series 7 and 63 licenses.
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